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How to gain a black belt in idea workout

tered into the “strategic winnowing
sieve”. This is a matrix containing
generic headings, such as “value for
organization” and “ease of implementation”, which summarize all
the granular assessment criteria in
the innovation honeymoon board
(see illustration). At ﬁrst sight, placing options, scored on the board, in
the sieve seems easy, but the devil is
in the practical details.
Assuming you only used full
moons and empty circles as scores,
the proposals fall into different
quadrants, and there is no overlap,
it is sufﬁcient simply to label the
entire quadrant that you identiﬁed
as correct location with the name
of the idea. If, to complicate the
above case, several proposals must
be placed in the same quadrant, you
can use the shortcut of drawing tiny
black circles, which symbolize the
respective suggestions, in the middle of the said quadrant.
Yet oftentimes, you need to carry
out more granular appraisals and
use a greater variety of moon phases
to draw ﬁner distinctions between
the various proposals. In such cases,

you must determine the exact corresponding grid location for each
suggestion. To get down to the nittygritty of using the strategic winnowing sieve, let us imagine a proposal
scored a half-moon on one generic
dimension and an empty circle on
the other summary category. In this
case, the item needs to be placed in
the middle of the line belonging to
the former category at the intersection between two quadrants, and the
zero mark for the latter one.
A suggestion that obtained a full
moon as summary score for one generic dimension must be placed on
the extreme point of this category.
How close a suggestion with a score
between zero and the highest mark
will be located to the boundary depends on its particular aggregate
moon phase.
For example, a proposal with a
three-quarter-moon for both generic dimensions must be placed in
the center of the upper right-hand
quadrant in a two-by-two matrix. If
it scores a quarter-moon on the vertical axis and a three-quarter moon
on the horizontal axis, it needs to be
positioned in the middle of the lower right-hand quadrant (see “Idea B”
in the illustration).
A borderline depiction results
from using half-moons for scoring
in conjunction with a two-by-two
matrix. To avoid indeterminate positions, you can resort to a three-bythree grid, including low, medium
and high marks. A proposal that obtained half-moons on both generic
dimensions would then be placed
in the center of the quadrant corresponding to medium marks on both
summary categories. A suggestion
that obtained a quarter-moon on
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strengths and weaknesses of each individual idea. Examining the board
in vertical direction, he can make
in-depth comparisons between all
options. Vertical inspection immediately reveals the opportunity costs
associated with each idea, that is,
the next best alternative they have
to forego when they can choose one
option only.
As one way of vertical scrutiny,
the individual scores on speciﬁc
sub-criteria can be compared across
all options. This can be helpful, for
example, if some sub-criteria are
deemed particularly important.
In his controversial novel, The
Picture of Dorian Gray, Oscar Wilde
wrote: “One should absorb the color
of life, but one should never remember its details. Details are always
vulgar.” Yet, clearly, categorical and
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Vico’s drilling work for more than
two decades,” he said.
According to Hertriono, Rigs 9
and 10 were two of the most powerful land rigs belonging to Apexindo, averaging 2,000 horsepower.
Among the eight land rigs belonging to the company, six are more
than 1,000 horsepower. Land drilling activities in Indonesia are now
in great demand and the daily rental
has therefore increased, beneﬁting
Apexindo.
Besides Vico Indonesia, Apexindo also conducts drilling for other
companies, such as Pertamina, Total, Unocal and MEPI.
Hertriono said that the success
of Apexindo was not only measured
by increased revenue, but also by internal savings and efﬁciency. Apart
from this, increasing the number
of rigs also makes the company
progress further. However, huge
funds are required for this.
The main key to his success is the
professionalism he applies to everything he does. He is also the type of
leader that mingles with his employees and subordinates. “I regularly
visit my employees on the rigs,” he
said. “These are not merely friendly
visits, but are also intended to discover ﬁrsthand any problems on the
rigs. Each director now visits every
one of our rigs,” he said.
He also realized that employee
dedication could not be expected
without giving something in return.
That is why a structured and responsible management is required.
Apexindo conducts regular surveys
to discover the level of employee
satisfaction. “The results are very
good. Our employees can be categorized as being quite loyal. Just look
at our employee turnover rate and

Granular idea assessment in practice

obdurate contempt for granularity spells disaster for leaders. To succeed, a man of premier rank must
gain a black belt in the tough new discipline of idea workout. In a nutshell,
the torch-bearer must become capable of seeing not only forests, but also
the tiny leaves and fruits of individual
trees, even amid the fog of war!
(Part 8 of the Innovation Honeymoon series. To be continued.)
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Although Hertriono Kartowisastro is no longer young, his passion
for work matches that of a young
man just starting out on his career.
Due to his total commitment,
Hertriono has become a highly respected ﬁgure in the oil and gas industry, both locally and internationally.
Hertriono, the president director
of PT Apexindo Pratama Duta Tbk,
is not a new face in the oil and gas industry as he has been working in the
sector for more than 30 years. He
is regarded as one of the most senior people in the industry, and has
held various strategic positions and
co-founded the Medco Group with
Ariﬁn Panigoro during the span of
his career.
Graduating from Bandung Institute of Technology’s School of
Mechanical Engineering, Hertriono gained extensive experience in
land and sea drilling when he was
president director of PT Meta Epsi
Antareja Drilling Co for 15 years
from 1983 to 1998.
In 1984, he helped found PT
Apexindo Pratama Duta oil and
gas drilling company. He said the
company envisioned being a worldclass drilling company with uncompromising services for customers,
shareholders, employees and the
public alike.
On top of this, Apexindo stays
competitive by maintaining cost efﬁciency. “Our business philosophy
is based on family-like relations
and mutual interest as well as beneﬁt while focusing on the company’s
values, such as dedication and performance,” said Hertriono.
One of the steps taken by Apexindo to increase its competency was
to merge in 2001 with its associate
company, PT Medco Antareja land
drilling contractor.
“Apexindo has always proved its
high quality of work to everyone,
such as clients, suppliers, partners
and shareholders, by providing
them with added value,” he said.
Hertriono’s current responsibility
is to prepare the company’s strategy
to achieve the company’s targets and
ideals. He also manages and ensures
human resources policies, various
internal and external procedures,
and supervises every department
in the company. “In short, I must
make sure that everything runs as
planned,” he said.
So far, he has proven his capability in carrying out the various responsibilities, which can be seen in
the fact that the company’s revenues
continuously increase and new
contracts keep coming in. Recently,
Apexindo received an extension of
a US$71 million contract from Vico
Indonesia for oil and gas drilling at
Rig 9 and Rig 10 in East Kalimantan.
“This is the largest land drilling
contract the company has ever received. Apexindo has been doing

one generic dimension and a zero
mark on another then would be
placed at the 25th percentile position
on the axis that corresponds to the
former summary category.
As you can see, when you use a
three-by-three matrix, the placement task, which often involves
thinking in terms of quartiles, becomes more difﬁcult. Besides, the
subsequent interpretation will be
more challenging. Making sense of
proposals located in a cubicle is even
more demanding!
My experience shows that it is
best to subsume all sub-criteria under two generic categories. When it
is really necessary to include more
than two summary dimensions, it is
easier to proﬁle proposals in horizontal bar charts than using shapes
such as cubicles or cones on raisedrelief maps.
2. Full-dimensional idea inspection
To fully grasp all proposed ideas,
executives must use both, the board
and sieve, in a ﬂexible manner. The
board literally helps them understand the breadth, length, depth and
height of a diverse set of proposals;
the sieve displays the aggregate results only, in a format that is particularly suitable for high-level comparisons. Used in unison, the tools give
the strategist a quick overview of the
total and individual scores associated with all options. These instruments enable him easily to switch
between the big picture and granular perspective in several iterations
of individual case assessments and
inter-case comparisons.
Scanning the board in horizontal direction, the torch-bearer will
quickly recognize the comparative
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Master musicians accomplish a
remarkable feat: They constantly
keep in mind the gestalt of the entire piece they are performing while
simultaneously focusing on playing
each note with unsurpassed virtuosity.
Likewise, leaders need to pursue
a grand vision while not overlooking game-deciding frontline issues.
In turn, they must never lose sight
of the whole when being absorbed
with all-important details.
The process of what I call “multistage idea workout” helps the guiding spirit to master the above described bifocal challenge. In the ﬁrst
stage, he must meticulously screen
proposals in a fact-based and imaginative way together with his team.
In subsequent stages, collective
intelligence again may be exploited
to reshape suggestions or generate
new options altogether, if this is expedient. The original set of proposals may emerge from the innovation
honeymoon, the unusually insightful and creative commencement
period of new organizational members, and from other sources.
To excel in the ﬁrst stage of idea
workout, executives must master the
intricate details of how to use strategic winnowing tools, designed for
separating idea grain from chaff, in a
process of precisely and comprehensively screening diverse ideas.
1. Precise scoring and placement of ideas
The “innovation honeymoon
board” ranks short-listed proposals in rows and shows their scores
in the form of moon points on various assessment criteria, which are
arranged in columns. The results
from the scoring exercise are en-

you will ﬁnd it is much lower than
at other companies in this sector,”
he said, adding that the demand for
experts and experienced workers in
the oil and gas sector is quite high.
Next to being give a clear picture
of career progress, employees are
also given new challenges to boost
their competency. “When my one
of my employees is poached with an
offer of double the salary I actually
feel proud that I have succeeded in
enhancing that person’s skills,” he
said.
Hertriono’s next target for Apexindo is for it to become one of the
most respected and major players in
Asia. “We will enhance our competitive edge by maintaining our service
quality, increasing our efﬁciency
through rigid price control and applying a high safety standard,” he
said.
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How can business leadership
reinstate faith in our collective
abilities to confront the challenges
faced by the global community?
That was the ambitious remit
of the roundtable discussion that
closed the Responsible Leadership
Summit which took place at IMD
in February. The global economic
system has been rocked by a series of imbalances and crises that
have brought to the fore simmering concerns about business ethics,
the misalignment between private
returns and social rewards, the mismanagement of risk, and the misallocation of capital. Self-regulation
and the “enlightened” self-interest
of private market actors have been
inadequate to prevent gross market
malfunctions and a serious systemic
downturn that will have long-standing consequences on the environment in which global business activity is conducted. The social contract
between governments, markets and
civil society is unravelling.
The economic crisis: A threat
to global integration
One of the lessons of history is
that international cooperation can
disintegrate under the pressures
of a protracted recession. As the ﬁnancial crisis has morphed into a
severe economic slump, the sources
of potential discord are manifold.
Pre-existing anxieties about a process of global integration that rests on
fragile political and social pillars are
being stoked; more equitable outcomes with a deeper understanding
of value creation are fast needed as
civic tolerance for injustice is evaporating. Business objectives and
society’s needs must visibly tend
towards greater convergence if retrenchment is to be avoided. There
is no doubt that this crisis represents
the ﬁrst really major serious stress
test of contemporary globalization.
The business community revisited: A principal leadership responsibility
Under these circumstances, the
business community, alongside governments and civil society organizations, holds the responsibility of
improving corporate accountability,
upholding a sense of conviction in
ideals, and changing unsustainable
models or practices through innovation and leadership with integrity.
This will require the moral strength
to contest the dominance of quick
proﬁts, selﬁsh interests, and per-
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verse incentives that have too often
rewarded failure while misguiding
personal behavior in a highly competitive and poorly regulated risktaking environment.
A recent Financial Times editorial
indictment of the mindset that led to
the present crisis is damning, “this is
not the bankruptcy of a social system, but the intellectual and moral
failure of those who were in charge
of it: A failure for which there is no
excuse.” While a number of commentators will express differences
with the ﬁrst instalment of the verdict, few will have any qualms about
the second. In attempting to understand the role of business leadership
in the present global crisis, there are
clear failures of responsibility and
accountability. The result is a dissolution of the long-term trust upon
which an effective and just economy
depends.
Re-thinking incentives
The driving assumption behind
business and ﬁnancial transactions
over the past thirty-odd years has
been that focusing on anything other
than maximizing company proﬁts,
provided it “engages in open and free
competition without deception or
fraud,” is a betrayal of its sole social
responsibility. The gradual erosion
of regulatory oversight has accompanied this organizing principle. An ultimate manifestation of this doctrine
has been short-term shareholder value maximization based on quarterly
reporting, questionable presumptions surrounding the efﬁciency of
capital markets, and incongruous
remuneration structures associated
with principal-agent theory (i.e. the
problem of designing incentives to
induce agents (employees) to act in
their principals’ (employers’) interests, rather than their own). Many
of these assumptions have consistently (albeit insufﬁciently) been
challenged due to an innate understanding of a compelling need for individual actions motivated by values
and moral obligations that extend
well beyond the proﬁt motive.
Beyond functional smartness:
Educating individuals for ethical
leadership
While structural concerns – the
institutions and mechanisms that
inform our behavior – are of paramount importance when attempting to rectify responsibility and
accountability shortfalls, our roundtable discussion lent greater attention to the issue of agency. We need
proper institutions and incentive
structures, but within them we also
need the right individuals capable of
imparting sound judgement while
assuming the mantle of responsible leadership. What is required is
not only the functional smartness
dispatched by business schools and

management departments around
the world, but a deeply embedded
consciousness of ethical practices.
A form of wisdom, drawn from
the full breadth of cultural and philosophical resources at our disposal,
which spans a far broader view of
responsibilities and historical scrutiny than the type of short-sighted
functional expertise responsible for
churning out unsustainable models
based on short-term projections and
inﬂated material rewards.
Protecting the vulnerable: The
need for innovation & collaboration
In a recent review of the profound
insights to be derived from the
works of Adam Smith and Arthur
Cecil Pigou on the importance of
non-market institutions and nonproﬁt values, the scholar Amartya
Sen notes that, “since the suffering
of the most deprived people in each
economy – and in the world – demands the most urgent attention,
the role of supportive cooperation
between business and government
cannot stop only with mutually coordinated expansion of an economy.
There is a critical need for paying
special attention to the underdogs of
society in planning a response to the
current crisis, and in going beyond
measures to produce general economic expansion.”
Progressive political leaders will
understand the priority of tackling
the inequalities left undone by the
market mechanism and solidifying
the institutions of badly neglected
public goods such as health care, education, infrastructure and environmental conservation. Responsible
business leaders, disposed to be held
fully accountable for their decisions,
will be sensitive to the urgency of
harnessing the innovative capability and efﬁciency of their corporations to incorporate poverty, ethical
practices in the breakdown of value
chains, and climate change in their
management systems and business
models.
The global economic crisis undeniably requires immediate and concerted measures to prevent a vertiginous slide into a dystopian future.
Yet it has also exhumed a public
forum in which established conventions can be fervently discussed, and
the allure of existing canons on obligations and freedoms re-appraised.
Responsible business leaders and
entrepreneurs should actively participate in these conciliations with
the aim of reaching for a more decent economic world organized to
undertake long-term solutions to
the seemingly daunting challenges
faced by the global community.
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